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“Price is what you pay.
Value is what you get.”
―

Warren Buffett
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Who is Longford College?
The college was set up to make education accessible to those that
did not get the chance of education in their early years. Longford
College grew out of a consultancy group called 5global. The aim of
LC is to deliver innovative and creative courses through our many
university partners. We believe in the hidden talents inside of
everyone and that experience of life itself must also count in
building your knowledge. Our approach to education is through a
blend of the academic and the practical - we call it pracademic.
Our professors and lecturers come from prestigious universities
across the world, who all believe in the power of education and the
need to make it accessible for anyone who wants to engage in it.
Who is James Lind Institute?
James Lind Institute operates in Switzerland under the rules and
regulations of the private education framework and is legally
authorized to offer higher education programs and award private
degrees. JLI is accredited by various international accrediting
agencies such as the Accreditation Council for Clinical Research
Education (ACCRE) USA; and American Board of Accreditation
Services (ABAS) as per ISO 9001:2015 standards for providing
Training & Education Programs in areas such as clinical research,
pharmacovigilance, medical writing, healthcare. JLI India centre is a
registered member of the Quality Council of India (National Board
for Quality Promotion) Government of India among many others.
James Lind Institute is also a member of the prestigious
International Council of Open and Distance Education (ICDE),
Norway which has consultative partner status with UNESCO. JLI
works with many fortune 500 healthcare companies and has
students and alumni spread across more than 80 countries.
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Why is this MBA different?
This MBA is reserved exclusively for GPA
members and sportspeople who are nearing
the end of their careers and want to prepare for
the next phase in their lives. That means sports
professionals can study without fear of intrusion
into their private lives. You will study will fellow
students of the same mindset.
How do we teach the MBA?
The programme is delivered online, through
weekly webinars and face to face (if CV-19
conditions allow). Each student is assigned their
own academic mentor because we realise that
English might not their first language, and/or for
those who left school without a formal
qualification. The course is also flexible, where
the timetable can be changed to suit important
sports schedules.
Do we offer scholarships?
The fees are reduced for GPA and WGPA
members by 50%. With a further grant from the
GPA, the fees are reduced by a further 50%.
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Who is this course for?
This course is relevant to anyone who wants a
prestigious degree in business. The Master of
Business Administration (MBA) qualification is now
seen as the minimum entry requirement for a
career in management and increasingly in the 21stcentury employers are looking for not only the
rigour that is associated with the attainment of the
MBA but a specialism for specific functional
business areas. We are offering an MBA with
flexibility — study with us to achieve a qualification
that will change your lives. We are launching an MBA
that is delivered 100% online and this allows you to
study anytime, anyplace and anywhere to fit in with
your busy lifestyles. The programme adopts a
student-centred approach to teaching and learning
that will allow you to develop both personally and
professionally.
Course Delivery
The programme is made up of a number of 20
credit modules, some of which are compulsory and
others are elective. To achieve your MBA, you will
need to have completed 6 x 20 UK credit modules
(90 ECTS European) and a research dissertation. To
achieve the MBA with the specialism, you will need
to have successfully completed one of the specialist
modules within the 6 that are required and
undertake the research for the dissertation in the
area of specialism.

Education is the
passport to the
future, for
tomorrow belongs
to those who
prepare for it today
MALCOLM X

Have the courage
to follow your
heart and intuition.
They somehow
know what you
truly want to
become.
STEVE JOBS
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HOW TO GET YOU GET YOUR MBA
The programme(s) have a number of distinctive features;
an interactive learning environment where group discussions are
initiated and facilitated by module leaders that are asynchronous in
nature and paced to address student needs;
an opportunity to reflect upon and formatively assess the learning in an
ongoing manner using the journal function in the Virtual Learning
Environment (VLE);
a module structure that encourages critical thinking by studying ‘real
world’ scenarios both formatively and summatively
provides an innovative student experience with a professional user
interface.

Programme Structure MBA
Managing
Operations and
Processes
20 credits

Managing Human
Resources
20 credits

Research
Dissertation
40 credits

Business
Economics
20 credits

Managing Finance
20 credits

Entrepreneurship
and Innovation
20 credits

Managing
Marketing
20 credits

Business Coaching
20 credits

Progression to DBA (optional)
If you wish, you can progress to a Doctor of Business Adminstration degree
after a further period of two years. In these addition two years you will
produce a research thesis that can (if you wish) build on the thesis of your
MBA.
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Strategic
Management
20 credits
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MODULE DESCRIPTIONS
Managing Operations and Processes
This module explores the diverse range of activities involved
in the management of operations and business processes
whether internally within the organisation or across the
global supply chain. The module will explore the functional
activities such as the management of capacity and demand
or quality to more strategic initiatives involving the design,
planning and control of business operations.
Managing Human Resources
This module will explore the practical implications of the
human resource management policies and examine how
people are the key resource all organisational success.
Whilst there will be a focus upon functional activities such
as the recruitment, selection, development, retention and
reward of employees, the role of HR at the ‘top table’ will be
explored in some detail.
Managing Finance
Studying on this module will allow you to develop a deep
understanding of the key principles of financial accounting,
management accounting and finance. These principles will
be studied in the context of real world organizations with a
critical focus upon the levels of analysis and interpretation
of financial information.
Managing Marketing
This module will help you develop and implement
marketing plans and strategies across a range of sectors in
both domestic and international markets. A key element of
marketing activity is the analysis and evaluation of
promotion and sales techniques and strategies and these
will be explored using real world case examples.
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Strategic Management
This module is the basis of the entire MBA. Learn
about business strategy while comparing the
resources and capabilities of the organisation as a
whole. Learn why some companies have grown to
be very large while others have not. Having the
correct business strategy can make the difference
between success or not. You will learn from case
studies and the latest theories of what constitutes a
competitive advantage.
Executive Business Coaching
Studying this module provides a deep insight into
the role of the business coach. You will learn the
techniques of executive coaching from professional
practitioners. As part of the course, you will work in
a group and be given a real-life company to coach
and guide for 4 months.
Business Economics
This module will explore the important aspects of
business economics. You will investigate the
preparation and presentation of quality business
reports; techniques of data analysis that include
forecasting and scenario analysis and survey analysis;
team-working for assignments to enhance
interpersonal relationships; and a problem-solving
approach using case studies

We encourage you
to network with
like minded fellow
students to your
mutual benefit.
BENEFIT BEYOND EDUCATION
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Entrepreneurship and Innovation
This module explores the role that
entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation play in
the modern organization and how being able
‘reinvent’ and explore new avenues of business can
provide the platform for long term business
success. Entrepreneurial theories and concepts are
reviewed as well as a deep examination of the
activities that are utilised in the pursuit of
innovation and change management.

Strategic Marketing
This module is designed to explore the diverse
range of activities that comprise the international
marketing management role in order to enable you
to appreciate the major differences between
national and international marketing approaches. In
this module, you will gain not only the academic
theory but the practical skills to put it in operation.
You will learn how to design effective logos, build a
brand image and how to design brochures and
websites. In addition, you will also learn how to
make social media effective and impactful.
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Obtain a
prestigious Swiss
degree that is
practically based.
JAMES LIND INSTITUTE, GENEVA

Duration
The MBA runs over 2 years.

Teaching time & Study Time
Expect to study 10-12 hours per week
Assessment
There are no written exams.
Assessment is by individual essay, group
work or presentation.
GPA Special Fees
With the discounts from Longford College
and the grant from the GPA, your cost is just
€1750 per year. There are no extra or
hidden costs.
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AN INVESTMENT
IN KNOWLEDGE
PAYS THE BEST
INTEREST
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OUR CURRENT
STUDENTS
Some of our current students come from
football clubs
(MBA class) 2020-22
Jürgen Klinsmann
César Azpilicueta
Willy Caballero
Petr Cech
Mike Clegg
Oriol Romeu
Bart Caubergh
Pernille Harder
Emma Hayes MBE
Fran Kirby
Maria Thorisdottir
Maren Mjelde
Erin Cuthbert
Karen Carney MBE
We also have students from UEFA, FIFA, many Gaelic
Clubs across Ireland, even as far away as Brazil.
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Longford International College
Unit 3, IDA Templemichael Business Park, Ballinalee Road,
Longford. N39 P296.

TALK TO US
+353 (43) 334 1980

info@longfordcollege.com
Geneva

Longford

